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Abstract
Several kinds of tests exist to characterize the galling of metals, such as that specified in ASTM
Standard G98. While the testing procedure is accurate and robust, the analysis of the specimenʼs
surfaces ( =area 1.2 cm) for the determination of the critical pressure of galling remains subject
to operator judgment. Based on the surfaceʼs topography analyses, we propose a methodology to
express the probability of galling according to the macroscopic pressure load. After performing
galling tests on 304L stainless steel, a two-step segmentation of the Sq parameter (root mean
square of surface amplitude) computed from local roughness maps ( μ μ×100 m 100 m) enables
us to distinguish two tribological processes. The first step represents the abrasive wear (erosion)
and the second one the adhesive wear (galling). The total areas of both regions are highly
relevant to quantify galling and erosion processes. Then, a one-parameter phenomenological
model is proposed to objectively determine the evolution of non-galled relative area Ae versus
the pressure load P, with high accuracy ( = +A aP100 (1e

2) with
= ×±

− −a 0. 54 10 M Pa0.07
3 2 and with =R 0.982 ). From this model, the critical pressure of

galling is found to be equal to 43MPa. The S V5 roughness parameter (the five deepest valleys in
the galled regionʼs surface) is the most relevant roughness parameter for the quantification of
damages in the ‘galling region’. The significant valleys’ depths increase from 10 μm–250 μm
when the pressure increases from 11–350MPa, according to a power law ( =S P4.2V5

0.75, with
=R 0.932 ).

Keywords: galling, seizure, roughness, stainless steel, fractal analysis

1. Introduction

A lot of mechanical equipment requires assembly components
to slide against each other, e.g., pump wear rings, valve
stems, and engine pistons. These systems are often prone to
catastrophic adhesion-initiated wear, whether they are lubri-
cated or not. Several words are used in tribology to denote
catastrophic wear under different conditions. The most com-
mon are: seizure [1–3], galling [4, 5], and scuffing [6, 7].
Markov and Kelly [8, 9] defined some of the terms used to
describe adhesion-initiated catastrophic wear. According to
their review of past technical usage of these terms, seizure
seems to be a general term used for the damage of friction
surfaces. Scuffing is often used to define the wear of

lubricated surfaces, while galling refers to the wear of non-
lubricated surfaces. This paper will focus on galling only.

According to ASTM Standard G40 [10], galling is ‘a
form of surface damage arising between sliding solids, dis-
tinguished by macroscopic, usually localized, roughening and
creation of protrusions above the original surface; it often
includes plastic flow or material transfer, or both’. Currently,
ASTM Standard G98 [11] is the only standard for defining the
galling resistance of materials. This test method, called the
button-on-block test, requires maintaining a constant com-
pressive load between the specimens while one specimen is
slowly rotated against the other. The specimens are then
visually inspected for the presence of galling. Some char-
acteristic features of galling are described in the standard to
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help the determination of the onset of galling. However, it
remains a subjective assessment.

Most of the literature on galling focuses on the under-
standing of adhesion-initiated wear [12, 13] or on the iden-
tification of the phenomena or factors leading to galling
[14–16]. Few studies examine the quantification of galling;
i.e., few tried to use roughness measurements in order to
estimate the contact area that undergoes galling. As an
example, Hummel and Partlow [17] compared threshold
galling results using two testing methods, the button-on-block
test and a line contact testing procedure. For the button-on-
block test, they defined the threshold galling stress as the
magnitude of stress required such that 50% of the specimens
tested at that level would show roughening and raised pro-
trusions (without the assistance of magnification). Despite this
new definition, Hummel and Partlow concluded that a more
robust method was required to calculate galling threshold
stress. Andreason et al [18] quantified galling by surface
roughness analysis in order to compare different lubricants.
They proposed identifying the onset of galling by observing
the first significant deep valley resulting from the test. Their
method enabled a certain quantification of galling but was
dedicated to lubrication tests. In this paper, a new metho-
dology is presented for the quantification of galling, based on
ASTM Standard G98. This new method enables one to dif-
ferentiate the galled region from the eroded region without
operator bias. Thanks to this identification, the percentile of
galled and eroded area can be calculated. The latter is then
used to determine a relation between the load and the per-
centile of the eroded area.

This article is divided into three sections. The first one is
dedicated to the introduction of the experimental galling tests
and to visual examinations of the tested specimens; the sec-
ond one describes the methodology to differentiate the eroded
and galled regions; and the third section is attached to the
determination of the relationship between the eroded region
and the applied load to give a more deterministic feature to
galling tests.

2. Design of experiments

The experiments carried out in this study are based on ASTM
Standard G98 [11]. As described in the introduction, this
galling test is a button-on-block test, which consists of the
application of a constant normal force on the button in contact
with the block surface while it is rotated. The button rotation
is limited to one revolution, which, according to the ASTM
standard, must be performed in 3 s–20 s in a single step. The
testing device is a standard tensile-compression machine with
a maximum load of 250 kN coupled to a controlled gear
motor to apply the button revolution. The normal force and
the torque are recorded by means of a numerical recorder. A
picture of the testing device and a schema of the specimens
(shown reversed for understanding) are given in figures 1(a)
and (b), respectively.

In this study, six buttons were used to perform tests with
six different normal forces, on six different locations on the

block, as illustrated in figure 1(b). The buttons and block
material are AISI 304L stainless steel. The contacting surfaces
were prepared by turning then finishing by grinding, leading
to a surface roughness of μ=S 0.4 ma , as specified by the
standard. For a given specimen, the different testing steps are
as follows:

1. application of the chosen load;
2. application of one revolution of the button during the

chosen time;
3. release of the normal load.

The apparent pressures, calculated as the load to button area
ratio corresponding to each normal load applied in this study,
are given in table 1.

At the end at each test, the specimen is visually exam-
ined. According to ASTM Standard G98, galling has occurred
if the contacting surfaces exhibit torn metal. The results of the
experiments are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2(a) shows all buttons associated to the trace left
on the block during the tests. For Test °N 1, with applied
pressure of 11MPa, the initial surface is almost unchanged
and exhibits only very small scratches. According to ASTM
Standard G98, this does not correspond to galling. In the case
of these experiments, visually, the onset of galling seems to
occur for Test N°2, with a normal pressure of 22MPa
(figure 2(b)). Tests ranging from N°3–N°6 exhibit an
increasing area with torn material, logically indicating more
galling with increased pressure.

This kind of observation, as specified by the standard, is
visual with ‘unaided eye’ and is thus subjective. As described
in the introduction, the remainder of this paper is focused on
finding a more deterministic way to quantify the onset of
galling. This will be achieved by means of surface topography
analyses, presented in the next section.

3. Surfaces topography analyses

To quantify the occurrence of galling, corresponding to
severe deformation of the contacting surfaces, the surfaces’
topography must be analysed. This analysis will be achieved
in two main steps. The first one will allow us to determine if a
given tested region has undergone severe deformations or not;
i.e., if this surface has kept its initial topographical features,
and at which conservation level. In the second step, this
conservation level will be expressed in terms of area of the
eroded region, giving an estimation of the galling severity,
which will be related to the corresponding testing pressure in
section 4 of this paper.

3.1. Initial surface analysis

The starting point of the surfaces’ topography analyses is to
define the relevant analysis scale, which is required to assess
that the observed topographical parameters are calculated at a
scale that is consistent with the studied process. It must be
achieved on surfaces before testing, and since all surfaces are
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made with the same material, prepared with the same process
in one step, only one surface will be analysed.

All surfaces involved in this study were measured with a
Zygo NewView 7300 3D optical surface profiler. This device
has a vertical resolution of 0.1 nm that only depends on the
piezoelectric stage and an in-plane resolution of 2.2 μm
related to the ×5 magnification objective used for the purpose
of this study. All surfaces were measured by stitching, con-
sisting of performing several measurements to cover the
whole desired surface, with a surface overlap between each
acquisition of 30%. After reconstruction of all independent
images, the full image can be analysed.

The roughness parameter chosen to quantify the con-
servation level between the initial and tested surfaces is the
Sq, which is very similar to the Sa, but more sensitive to peaks
and valleys, since the amplitudes are squared. The relevant
analysis scale was determined by fractal analysis on the initial
surface Sq map. Figure 3(a) shows a randomly chosen region
of the block surface before the galling test, after shape
removal and thresholding, and figure 3(b) shows the map of
the Sq parameter.

In figure 3(b), the Sq parameter was calculated on the
entire map of the surface in figure 3(a), with a floating win-
dow of a given size, to create a map of this parameter. To
obtain the presented map, the window size used was a square
area with dimensions of ×7 7 pt2 ( μ×15.4 15.4 m2). It cor-
responds to a voluntarily very small window size, and the
measured value of the Sq may be related to the roughness of
scratches resulting from the abrasive finishing process. Thus,
the Sq parameter must be evaluated at a scale which is small

enough to catch morphology changes due to galling, but also
large enough to be independent from the finishing process.

To determine what is the best observation scale for the Sq
roughness parameter, a fractal analysis was performed on the
Sq map shown in figure 3(b). The method used is based on
morphological opening and closing of a flat structuring ele-
ment to calculate the lower and upper envelopes of the ana-
lysed surface, i.e., the Sq map. The procedure is repeated for
different sizes of the structuring element and allows us, at the
end of the process, to build a graph that expresses the
enclosed volume versus the structuring element size in loga-
rithmic scale. The graph obtained for the fractal analysis of
the Sq map shown in figure 3(b) is given in figure 4.

In the log–log plot of figure 4, the slope α corresponds to
the fractal dimension, where α= −D 3 is the fractal
dimension of the shape using the Bouligand–Minkowski
method [19]. Two linear trends (a ‘biplot’) can be visually
observed that correspond to a fractal dimension change.
When fitting the two extreme parts of this scale law by two
power laws, represented by straight lines on the graph of
figure 4, an intersection is obtained, assumed as a critical
point of regime change of the Sq parameter, as observed in
[20, 21]: at low scale, below this critical point, the observed
values of Sq correspond to the roughness of the surface fin-
ishing process, while at higher scales, the Sq values are more
related to the overall surface. This threshold is linked to the
influence of the abrasion region due to contact between grains
and surfaces [22].

This regime change occurs for an observation scale of
about ×0.1 0.1 mm2. In this study, the window size used to
calculate the Sq maps for the tested surfaces takes into account
the effect of the observation scale and was set to ×47 47 pt2

(the edge size must be odd since the window is centred on a
surface point), corresponding to μ×103 103 m2.

The Sq map recomputed using the determined relevant
observation scale is given in figure 5(a), and the distribution
of the Sq map amplitudes is plotted in figure 5(b).

The graph of figure 5(b) shows that most of the Sq map
amplitudes range in μ[0.1; 0.4] m, and the highest value is

Figure 1. Testing device (a) and specimens illustration with main dimensions, in reversed position (b).

Table 1. Testing conditions with corresponding apparent pressures.

Test °N 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pressure (MPa) 11 22 44 88 172 350
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close to μ0.7 m. Since it is assumed that this surface is
representative of the whole set of initial surfaces, any Sq value
which, after testing, is greater than the maximal value
observed on the initial surface would correspond to deformed
regions of the surface. It is obvious that any contact on the
initial surface modifies its roughness, even if no galling
occurs. Eroded regions would thus correspond to ‘slightly
deformed’ surfaces, with Sq values slightly greater than the
initial one. Galled regions result in strong changes in the
surfaces roughness that should be clearly highlighted by the
Sq amplitudes’ distribution, thanks to the fractal analysis,
which ensures the right observation scale.

This critical value of the initial Sq map is used in the next
section of the study to determine the regions affected by a
morphology change due to the galling test and to estimate the
area of the eroded and galled regions.

3.2. Final surfaces analysis

The surfaces obtained after the galling test were measured
following the same method and the same parameters as those
used for the acquisition of the initial surface in section 3.1.
Both the buttons and the block traces were measured, except
for Test N°3, in which difficulties have been encountered with
the button. Thus, 11 measurements instead of 12 will be used
for the remainder of the study. The aim of this section is to
differentiate the eroded regions from the galled regions, with
the objective their respective areas. From the analysis per-
formed on the initial surface (section 3.1), it is now estab-
lished that regions of the buttons/block traces which have Sq
values close to the initial ones will belong to the eroded
regions, and the values greater than the initial ones will be
attributed to galled regions. This argument is first applied to
the contacting surfaces resulting from Test N°4, which exhi-
bits strong surface changes in the peripheral region of both the
button and the block trace (figure 2(a)), while the centre
regions seem, visually, to remain unchanged. Figure 6 shows
the Sq map of the block trace (figure 6(a)) and the button
surface (figure 6(b)), both calculated with a window size of

×47 47 pt2, and their respective heights distribution
histogram.

The Sq maps in figure 6, in conjunction with the plots of
the distributions of the Sq values, confirm the visual obser-
vations above: the values of the Sq parameter in the centre of
the contacting surfaces are close to zero, corresponding to the
highest bins in the histograms (lower than 1 μm, as deter-
mined in section 3.1), while the peripheral regions exhibit an
increase of the initial roughness, with Sq values mainly ran-
ging in μ[1; 10] m (amplitudes greater than 40 μm have been
hidden). The histograms of both surfaces also show a break in
the Sq values distribution located at 1 μm, denoting the tran-
sition between values of Sq belonging to the eroded and galled
regions.

Based on the Sq value of this break, the eroded and galled
regions may now be objectively split up by thresholding the
Sq maps, then applying a mask to the surfaces’ topography.
This operation results in two sub-surfaces for the block and
the button, as illustrated in figure 7, containing the eroded and
galled regions. The areas corresponding to each region may
now be calculated, giving an eroded region of 24.4 mm2 and a
galled region of 102.1 mm2 for the block trace, corresponding
to 19.5% and 80.5% of the measured surface area. For the
button, the area of the eroded region is 29.7 mm2, and the area
of the galled region is 95.4 mm2, corresponding to 24% and
76% of the measured surface area, respectively.

Applying the same methodology to the overall set of
surfaces gives table 2. Anticipating the remainder of the
study, and since both measurements are complementary, the
results will be expressed in terms of eroded region area.

4. Relationship between galling and testing pressure

4.1. Relevance of the eroded region area

The results obtained in the previous section give important
information on the amount of galled material resulting from
the test and can be expressed as a function of the applied

Figure 2. Buttons and block after galling tests (a), and magnification of the contacting surfaces for Test N2 (b).
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pressure. The area of the eroded region is intuitively an
important parameter, but its relevance to quantify the occur-
rence and amount of galling is not yet established; i.e., if the
eroded area is sufficient on its own to discriminate two galled
specimens.

In order to validate this assumption, this parameter was to
be submitted, along with other roughness parameters, to a
relevance analysis. It was performed by a computer software
program called MESRUG® [23] that allows us to calculate a
large number of roughness parameters, standard or not, and to
statistically estimate their relevance according to any parti-
cular functional property. The relevance of each parameter is
estimated by means of a one-way analysis of variance pro-
cedure then plotted on a graph.

Figure 8 shows the relevance graph resulting from the
relevance analysis performed on 250 parameters, in which the
abscissa corresponds to the tested parameters, sorted in rele-
vance descending order, and the ordinate corresponds to the
value of the parameters’ relevance.

As expected, according to the graph of figure 8, the area
of the eroded region Ae is a good parameter to quantify the
occurrence of galling, since it decreases as the testing pressure
increases and thus avoids any confusion between two speci-
mens tested with different pressures. Two other parameters
are also relevant: the topographical parameter S5v and the

functional parameter Vv. The S5v parameter, which is analo-
gous to the Sv, corresponds to the average value of the five
deepest valleys in the galled regionʼs surface. According to
the relevance analysis results, it is the second most relevant
parameter; it characterizes the torn material amplitude. The
third most relevant parameter is the void volume Vv, calcu-
lated on the galled regionʼs surface. It characterizes the
volume of metal protrusions, which may be more accurate
than the S5v with less ductile metals, which may produce
shallower protrusions.

Each of these three parameters are plotted on separate
graphs in figure 9 as a function of the testing pressure, with
their global trend given by MESRUG®.

From the graphs of figure 9 it can be seen that the
parameters exhibit an asymmetry between the buttons and
their plate counterpart. It is supposed that the tests, in addition
to galling, also lead to the formation of a third body, which
may have been removed during the cleaning and manipula-
tion processes. Moreover, the ASTM Standard G98 imposes a
full revolution of the specimens during the test, which may
lead to re-flattening of the created asperities and thus changes
of the surfaceʼs topography between the plate and the button.

On one hand, concerning parameter S5v, the graph of
figure 9(b) shows a mostly linear trend, meaning that the
amount of galled material between two contacting surfaces
evolves linearly with the pressure. This seems contradictory
to the study conducted by Hummel and Partlow [17] that
showed a fast increase of the galled area with pressure then a
stabilisation at a high level of the galled area for the
remaining testing pressures, leading to the onset of galling
being a particularly sensitive phenomenon. On the other hand,
the Vv parameter has an exponential global trend, which may
be more suitable for representing the sensitive feature of
galling occurrence. Comparing this roughness parameter to
the eroded area (Ae, discussed below) or the S5v, two groups
of tests can be highlighted: Tests N°1–3 have very small Vv

values (less than μ μ −50 m m3 2), while the computed void
volume is much higher for Tests N°4–6, which ranges in

μ μ −[150; 200] m m3 2. This behaviour may be considered as a
transition between erosion and galling phenomena. Never-
theless, points corresponding to Tests N°4–6 show a

Figure 3. Initial surface acquired on the block (a) and map of the Sq roughness parameter (b).

Figure 4. Result of the fractal analysis of the Sq map shown in
figure 3(b).
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decreasing trend, which may be inconsistent with the pre-
diction of galling phenomenon, since increasing the testing
pressure would lead to less torn material.

On the contrary, the evolution of the eroded region area
Ae shows a monotonic descending trend with a steep slope
between Test N°2 and N°4 that relates the sensitive property
illustrated by the Hummel and Partlow measurements [17].
As visually observed, the surfaces resulting from Test N°1
would not undergo galling, while Tests N°5–6 exhibit severe
material protrusions, whatever the increase of testing
pressure.

In the case of this study, the area of the eroded region
seems to be definitely the most relevant parameter to differ-
entiate the eroded and galled regions.

4.2. One-parameter phenomenological model to predict the
amount of galling

As described in the introduction of this paper, ASTM Stan-
dard G98 recommends analysing the surfaces resulting from
galling tests by simple visual observations with the unaided
eye. From the analysis performed in the previous sections, it
seems obvious that these visual observations may be
improved, mainly thanks to the estimation of the eroded or
galled regions’ areas.

Based on the trend curve plotted on the graph in
figure 9(a), a simple analytical phenomenological model can
be built to estimate the onset of galling. This model must
obviously satisfy ∈A [0; 100]%e , where 0% corresponds to
completely galled surfaces, and 100% corresponds to surfaces
with small scratches not comparable to galling. This model
reads:

= ×
+

A
aP

100
1

1
, (1)e 2

where Ae is the percentile of eroded area, P is the testing
pressure, and a is a parameter to be determined. For the
material and testing pressure sets used in this study, a
regression analysis on the model parameter a leads to

= ×±
− −a 0. 54 10 M Pa0.07

3 2.
As shown on the graph of figure 10, the model exhibits a

maximal value corresponding to no occurrence of galling with

zero pressure and decreases rapidly, validating the sensitive
feature of galling, until reaching a pressure of 60–80MPa.
Then, the area of the eroded region decreases softly, even-
tually with an asymptotic value at 0%.

Using equation (1), and assuming a critical galling state
corresponding to a galled region area of 50% as observed in
Hummel and Partlowʼs study [17], the critical galling pressure
reads:

=P a1 . (2)c50%

For two contacting 304L stainless steel specimens, this
critical pressure is =P 43 MPac50% and corresponds, for the
present set of experiments, to Test N°3, performed with

=P 44 MPa.

5. Conclusions

The presented study aims to give a more deterministic feature
to galling tests such as that governed by ASTM Standard
G98, in which the occurrence or not of galling is determined
by visual inspection of the tested specimens.

After determination of the relevant analysis scale by
fractal analysis on the Sq map of the initial specimens’ sur-
face, an Sq roughness threshold was determined, allowing us
to differentiate the eroded regions from the galled region. The
application of this threshold to the tested surfaces enabled the
calculation of the area of eroded material, which was then
linked to the testing pressure. Finally, after assessment that
this area of eroded material is the most relevant parameter to
differentiate the eroded and galled regions of the specimens’
surfaces, a one-parameter phenomenological model was built
to express the area of eroded material with respect to the
testing pressure.

This phenomenological model, even if it is identified on
one set of experimental tests, allows us to give a more the-
oretical meaning to the effect of pressure on galling phe-
nomena and allows us to reduce the operator bias when
estimating the onset of galling.

The relevance of the previous methodology and results
will have to be confirmed through the enrichment of the
experimental data: several types of materials need to be tested

Figure 5. Sq map based on the relevant observation scale (a) and relative map heights distribution (b).
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Figure 6. Sq maps and amplitudes distributions of the contacting surfaces of Test N°4: block trace (a) and button surface (b).

Figure 7. Eroded and galled regions topography for the block trace (a) and the button surface (b), Test N°4.
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in order to cover a broad range of materials used in engi-
neering systems. The indentation model developed by Mar-
teau et al [24, 25] may be helpful for the validation of the
presented methodology. Indeed, this model enables us to
make indentation tests despite large topography variations. A
link may be found between the scatter of the indentation
curves and the areas showing galling or erosion, which may
lead to the determination of galling features.

Further investigations should also take into account the
revolution velocity and the velocity gradient between regions
close to the button centre and its perimeter. Moreover,
increasing the tests’ revolution velocity will probably lead to
consideration of the temperature effects—namely, the mate-
rials’ initial temperature and self-heating effects, which gen-
erally occur in many engineering applications.
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